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Sketchbook adventures 
Prompt 4: Don't think. Just write - A stream of consciousness diary

My favorite class in high school was our English class taught by Mr. Babcock. He was new to our school my junior year and our class was the first he’d taught after moving to 
California from Oregon. He wasn’t really prepared for our Catholic school girl brand of classroom antics, like spending our lunch hour removing all of the desks from the classroom 
and acting completely normal while standing in the spots where our desks should be when the fourth period bell rang and he walked in, or the one girl who alternated between keeping 
a pet lizard in her desk or setting fires in it, or another time when we saw an empty beer can in the backseat of his unlocked car in the parking lot and grabbed it and hung it up from a 
string on the chalkboard. He was such a sweet artistic man and because he wasn’t a hard-ass like our other teachers (one would throw a tennis ball at us if we answered a question 
wrong), we pushed him. 

We kind of tormented him at first, but we stopped a few months later because his class became our favorite. He took a chance and went against the administration and taught us things 
that weren’t in the textbook, like all about transcendentalist writers Emerson and Thoreau, and he made us write. We could write whatever we wanted but we had to write something. 
His unorthodox style of teaching was endearing and we all really started to like him. When he mentioned that he was playing guitar and singing at an open mic night at a nearby 
coffeehouse, we all surprised him and filled the room, clapping, cheering and throwing dollar bills in the open guitar case at his feet. 

My favorite Mr. Babcock lesson focused on stream of consciousness writing, when we would sit down and just write without worrying about what was coming out or if it made sense 
or what someone would think about it. It was one of the only times in school we were asked to just make something and weren’t judged on it. 

This prompt is dedicated to and inspired by Mr. Babcock, my favorite high school English teacher. I still use the stream of consciousness technique he taught us when I’m journaling 
and in my sketchbook. 

For this prompt, it’s important to quiet your mind by taking a few deep breaths or going on a walk. When you feel that your mind is clear, sit down with your sketchbook and write. 
Don’t worry about what you’re writing or what someone would think if they read it. If you need a place to start, begin with writing about how you feel at that moment and then let go 
and let it flow. 

Since your page will be covered with words, you can add a background if you’d like. I did my background after I wrote but you can create a background first and then write. It’s totally 
up to you. The main goal is to just write without any preconceived notions of where it’s going.
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